A diverse view of protein dynamics from NMR studies of HIV-1 protease flaps.
Internal motion in proteins fulfills a multitude of roles in biological processes. NMR spectroscopy has been applied to elucidate protein dynamics at the atomic level, albeit at a low resolution, and is often complemented by molecular dynamics simulation. However, it is critical to justify the consistency between simulation results and conclusions often drawn from multiple experiments in which uncertainties arising from assumed motional models may not be explicitly evaluated. To understand the role of the flaps of HIV-1 protease dimer in substrate recognition and protease function, many molecular dynamics simulations have been performed. The simulations have resulted in various proposed models of the flap dynamics, some of which are more consistent than others with our working model previously derived from experiments. However, using the working model to discriminate among the simulation results is not straightforward because the working model was derived from a combination of NMR experiments and crystal structure data. In this study, we use the NMR chemical shifts and relaxation data of the protease "monomer" rather than structural data to narrow down the possible conformations of the flaps of the "dimer". For the first time, we show that the tips of the flaps in the unliganded protease dimer interact with each other in solution. Accordingly, we discuss the consistency of the simulations with the model derived from all experimental data.